The E.M. explosive wordsearch!! (created and
devised by Marcia Da Silva)
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FIREWORK
SPECIAL
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HAPPY
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BLAST
DANGEROUS

Joke Corner!
Why were the teachers eyes crossed?
She could not control her pupils.
Why could the athlete not listen to her music?
Because she had broken all the records.

November 2013 edition.

OFSTED!
As you know on the 24th and 25th of October, OFSTED came to inspect your behaviour
and learning. To find out more I went to interview Miss Robinson and asked her a
variety of questions:
Firstly, I asked her how she felt when she got the call from OFSTED…
“I was quiet excited but obviously a bit nervous.”
I also spoke about the changes she came across…
“There weren’t any changes but I looked AT the teacher’s plans and there was nothing
to be changed.”
I questioned her about how she thought the teachers felt being inspected closely by
OFSTED…
“I think a lot of them were nervously understandably.”
Penultimately, I asked her how we could improve as a school…
“We need to make sure that EVERYBODY is challenged enough.”
Lastly, I questioned her if she enjoyed the experience…
“It was a good experience to see how everyone pulled together as a team.”
In my opinion, I think team Earlham did a great job with the sudden notice of OFSTED
coming. We need to get that one percent to add to ninety percent we have already got.
There’s room for improvement but overall I have one thing to say, “Go team Earlham!!!”
Article by, Iman Shaikh

“I saw the amazing sets that blew my mind away.”
In the end the trip was very successful as the comments from the pupils and
teachers show. In my opinion, I think the whole school should’ve gone on
the trip because it was so amazing. Article by, Iman Shaikh

Book of the month- DEMON
DENTIST.
Demon Dentist is written by David Walliams. It is an emotionally mixed story which has a
lot of made up words! When children put their teeth under their pillows, they surprisingly
find dead cockroaches; a bats wing flapping or a pigs boiling eyeball bouncing up and down.
This book is about a 12 year old boy called Alfie. He has terrible teeth, halfdirty, half
gone. Alfie doesn’t like going to the dentist. Out of nowhere, however a new extremely
white coated dentist comes to town; Alfie and Gabz discover a secret she has. Is she who
she says? Read the book to find out what happens.
This revolting story was rated 4 and a half Earlham’s out of 5. Khadijah added,” I really
like this book because it made me roar with laughter. It was a great read.”
Amazing
Article by Zainab Ali!

Play time with Phase 3.
As you know on the 13th November 2013 phase 3 went on an amazing
theatre trip to watch a play about Henry V. I asked a variety of children and
adults about what they thought about this extraordinary trip. I asked Miss
Rigby what she thought the children learnt...“I think the children learnt a lot
about the theatre because some of them have never been to the theatre
before! We learnt lots about Henry V through the play.” I also spoke to her
about her thoughts and if she enjoyed the trip...
“I enjoyed it a lot because it was better than I thought it would be. It was
quiet funny which I wasn’t expecting because I thought it was going to be
serious.”
A pupil from 3H told me that...

IS THIS YOUR TEACHER?
This month’s teacher is the lovely Miss Roberts! I was very excited to interview her. I asked her :
What is your favourite colour?
“My two favourite colours are navy blue and pink because they are a good combination.”
What is your favourite hobby out of school?
“My favourite hobbies out of school are badminton and going to the cinema with my friends”
Who is your best friend?
“Miss Tye in school and Sam out of school. I have known Sam since I was 11.
What is your star sign?
Gemini
What is your favourite book?
Charlie and the chocolate factory by Roald Dahl and We’re going on a bear hunt by Michael Rosen.
Who is your role model?
My grandad because he is kind and very funny!
Who is your favourite author?
Jacqueline Wilson and Nicholas Sparks
What was the best moment you have ever had in your life?
When I fulfilled my dream and swam with dolphins also, when I went to New York City.
What is your favourite season?
Winter because I like to snuggle in the fire.
A fun fact that no one knows about yourself?
When I was ten I wanted to be a pop star!
I hoped you enjoyed that! Article by: Khadijah Rahman 6/5M

